
Are you sure intruders can’t access your data?

Encryption used on its own still leaves vulnerabilities for sensitive 
data to be recovered. In order to achieve truly complete data 

protection, an active combined system of precise encryption and 
wiping mitigates these risks.

Painless Encryption + ‘Forensically Clean’ Wiping

BestCrypt Suite protects endpoint data throughout the lifecycle:

> Painless Encryption with BestCrypt

> ‘Forensically Clean’ Wiping with BCWipe

Central management is available for Enterprise-class efficiency and 
control of all utilities.

Endpoint Data Protection in 3 Steps
 

Step 1: Whole Disk Encryption 
Encryption is the ideal solution for anyone concerned with protecting 
sensitive information on lost or stolen computers. Back in 2006, Jetico 
introduced BestCrypt Volume Encryption as the world’s first native 
encryption software for disk volumes - offering greater flexibility and 
performance compared to traditional Full Disk Encryption.

Good Start, but Not Enough for Complete Endpoint Data Protection
With pre-boot authentication, BestCrypt Volume Encryption keeps 
your data safe while your computer is turned off. But once the ‘front 
gate’ is open and intruders can get inside, Volume Encryption (or any 
Full Disk Encryption utility) is no longer protecting your sensitive data.

Step 2: Encryption for Selected Files and Folders 
Data protection is needed on any active computer, shared 
workstation or network storage. BestCrypt Container Encryption 
provides transparent storage/access to selected files/folders in 
encrypted virtual drives.

Good Progress, but Not Done for Complete Endpoint Data Protection
While files stored in encrypted containers are safely tucked away from 
intruders, recoverable traces may still exist out in the open. Hence, a 
good janitor is needed to clean up the mess.

Step 3: Wiping Selected Files + Data Remanence 
Residual data, known as Data Remanence, continues to exist after 
common activities, such as ‘delete’ a file or move a file. When data 
resides somewhere it shouldn’t be, BCWipe is there for clearing files 
and all Data Remanence beyond forensic recovery.

Transparent Wiping - Your Magic Nanny!
When operating systems handle your sensitive data, it is like feeding 
a messy, cranky baby. The ‘food’ doesn’t only go where you intended 
- it gets splattered in many locations where information can easily 
be recovered. BCWipe Transparent Wiping acts like a magic nanny - 
automatically catching and cleaning all that mess so you don’t have to.

BestCrypt Suite TM

“I do recommend BestCrypt,  
because I have met people at the company 
and I have a good feeling about them.  
Of course I don’t know for sure;  
this business is all about trust.  
But right now, given what I know,  
I trust them.”

With BCWipe’s Transparent Wiping  
running in the background, 
I will always be working in a 
totally clean environment.”
 

- Bruce Schneier, Security Expert

www.jetico.com/contact

• Volume Encryption for superior whole disk encryption
• Container Encryption for selected files/folders

• Unique strength to wipe selected files 
+ data remanence beyond forensic recovery

http://www.jetico.com/solutions/jetico-innovation/cyber-hygiene-data-protection-system
https://www.jetico.com/contact
https://www.jetico.com/
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Jetico solution for Complete Endpoint Data Protection

Our Company
• Trusted for over 15 years by U.S. Dept. of Defense & all top 10 Defense Contractors
• Focused expertise with highly responsive agility, both technically & commercially
• Over 1 million users in over 100 countries
• 25 years of experience

Our Mission
• We are the best solution to protect data at rest.  

Beyond delivering unbreakable data protection, the best security works the way you do  
– maintaining normal user behavior and productivity as much as possible.

Contact Jetico Enterprise Sales
www.jetico.com/contact

About Jetico
Jetico provides Pure & Simple data protection software for all sensitive information throughout the lifecycle. Powerful yet easy to use, 
BCWipe and BestCrypt are engineered for a wide range of users: from experts at large organizations to people at home.
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